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Appendix 1

Commissioning Strategy 2020

We are committed to a strategic and integrated approach to how we best turn
the council’s priorities into actions for the beneﬁt of the people and
communities of South Lakeland. We call this commissioning.

Purpose
Commissioning is the whole cycle of how our services are planned,
designed, developed, delivered and managed.
Our Commissioning Strategy seeks to turn the Council Plan into
action. By doing so we will:
•

Best meet the needs and priorities for South Lakeland,

•

Inform and reflect policy direction,

•

Guide the choice of service or delivery models and set out how customer and/ or
community preferences can influence our choices to meet those needs,

•

Ensures that services and programmes are delivered in the most cost effective
way, having regard for social value, and continually evaluate the impact and
outcomes.

Enabled by
The development and planning of resources and approaches through the following
strategies:
Council Plaommissioning strategy

Medium term
financial plan

Customer
strategy

Approach
The commissioning cycle
Analyse - Understanding need and priorities
Engage with local communities, providers and the Voluntary
Sector and consider all available evidence (performance
data, customer feedback, Value for Money profiles etc.) in
order to understand local needs and priorities.
Plan - Catering for need - What do we need to do?
Determine the required outcomes and consider options for
delivery.
Do - Meeting need - How will we do it?
Secure the best delivery models to achieve the required
outcomes within affordability constraints through options
such as procuring new solutions, amendments to contracts,
grants, service redesign and renegotiation or resource
reallocation.
Review - Have we met need? How do we know we
have achieved it?
Review contracts and delivery through performance
management activities to ensure that outcomes are being
achieved, needs are met and resources and outcomes are
sustainable.

People
strategy

Managed through
To help us monitor the outcomes and achievements from our commissioned services
and projects we will have a robust performance management framework in place.
We will, at all stages, ensure our commissioning approach follows professional
standards and legal requirements.

Performance Management
Framework and Risk

Governance

Beneﬁts for the council’s delivery
Centred on people - shared information on service
experience

Collaborative - develop relationships based on trust
Innovative - social return on investments
Sustainable - socially, environmentally and financially
Aﬀordable - economic and efficient services
Better evidenced - single view of the customer
Challenging - transparent about cost and performance
Continuous and planned - constantly evaluate and
measure

Re-commission/Decommission - invest in what we
know is successful

Aligned activity - smarter and flexible to capitalise on
opportunities

Provider neutral - focus on local need
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How we will commission

How our commissioning strategy ﬁts in

Our strategic approach will enable the Council Plan priorities to
be achieved through an integrated approach to commissioning
across the council.

Council Plan
Commissioning strategy
Medium term
financial plan

Customer
strategy

Outcomes - actual need
Culture - service offering
Activity - aligned to our priorities
Engagement - service users and
providers

Jointly - consider the benefits
Experience - single service delivery
Quality - efficiency and value

People
strategy

Innovative - individual and
community needs

Support - tap into specialist
knowledge

Evaluation - effectively meet needs
Understanding - in-house
provision

Value - return from investment

The framework diagram below illustrates how we take practical steps to prioritising existing and proposed activities in response to drivers for
action, scale of commissioning activity and apply appropriate process:
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